
2537 Hegent St., Apt. 202 
Berkeley, Calif, 9^70^ 
January 7, 19^9 

Harold Weisberg 
Route 8 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Harold, 

As I indicated when you telephonically contacted me last Sunday, I - 
disagree substantially with your interpretation of CD 1495 (SS 1785), as 
presented in yo\ir memo mm of I/I/69. Here are my comments and objections 
in full. 

You are correct in noting that the Commission must have had copies of 
Oswald's 544 Camp pamphlet before this September request to the SS. FBI 
Exhibits 99 and 303 together contain 20 copies of this pamphlet, some of 
which have the stamped address. These were certainly given to the Commission 
before S September. I do not know how the FBI Exhibits MB were filed, but 
I would not be surprised if the relevant pjfeople on the Commission staff did 
not know of these items, 

I am sure that the Commission's request to the Secret Service was not 
specifically for the Quigley copy. If there had been any interest in this 
specific copy (and I know of none), they would have asked the FBI. "This 
particular literature" may refer to the copy which is mentioned in the cited 
SS report, which is CB 3H9. (It is noted that the Lament pamphlet was an 
attachment to certain copies of this report (26H773), however the Archives 
advised me on 2/7/68 that their copy of SS 407 includes only an electrostatic 
copy of the front cover of the pamphlet.) 

In response to the second paragrapjh of your memo, asking when the SS could 
have gotten the circulars referred to, it is noted that the day after the 
B assassination, Martello gave SA Vial of the SS all of the remaining literature 
which he had obtained from Oswald. (10H56} 10H62| CE 3119, p. 11) This 
included 3 copies of the Lament pamphlet. (CE 3fl9, p. 11) I see no reason to 
interpret the second paragraph of SS 1785 as indicating that f SAIC Rice recalled 
seeing these circtilars before the assassination. 

I would guess that the request for this pamphlet was made as the 26 volxmies 
were being assembled. Someone may have noticed that a passage in the Report called 
for the inclusion of a copy of the pamphlet (WR 292, note 441). With the exception 
of the FBI's apparent failure to call BlB the SS back (3rd paragraph), I 
see nothing at all suspicious or improper in the 9/11/64 SS 
report. 

I woTild appreciate it • if you would give this letter the same distribution 
as the memo you sent me. An extra carbon is enclosed. 

Sincerely, 


